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Abstract. The rapid growth of data size causes several problems such
as storage limitation and increment of data management cost. In order
to store and manage massive data, Distributed File System (DFS) is
widely used. Furthermore, in order to reduce the volume of storage, data
deduplication schemes are being extensively studied. The data dedupli-
cation increases the available storage capacity by eliminating duplicated
data. However, deduplication process causes performance overhead such
as disk I/O. In this paper, we propose a content-based chunk placement
scheme to increase deduplication rate on the DFS. To avoid performance
overhead caused by deduplication process, we use lessfs in each chunk
server. With our design, our system performs decentralized deduplica-
tion process in each chunk server. Moreover, we use consistent hashing
for chunk allocation and failure recovery. Our experimental results show
that the proposed system reduces the storage space by 60% than the
system without consistent hashing.

Keywords: Deduplication, Distributed file system, Chunk placement,
Consistent hashing.

1 Introduction

The amount of digital information is rapidly increasing all over the world. Ac-
cording to the forecast by IDC, the amount of digital information will grow by a
factor of 50 over the next decade [1, 2]. Also, most of data in the digital universe
is unstructured one such as image, video, audio, and document files [1]. More-
over, an influx of data is rapidly growing in cloud storage [1]. This rapid growth
of data size causes several problems such as storage limitation, increment of data
management cost, and network traffic congestion [3, 4]. For storing and manag-
ing massive data in cloud storage, cloud storage service provider generally uses
Distributed File System (DFS). However, despite wide adoption of DFS, rapidly
growing data size causes additional storage and management cost. Therefore,
data size optimization techniques are required for cloud storage systems. Among
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data size optimization studies [3–5], data deduplication is a representative re-
search issue. Data deduplication eliminates duplicated data, by which available
storage space is increased and additional storage cost is reduced.

Duplicated data reduces available storage space. Most of cloud storage services
use data deduplication to solve lack of available storage space. However, previous
research [6–11] on DFS do not support data deduplcation because of performance
overheads that are caused by additional computation cost and disk I/O. In this
paper, we propose a content-based chunk placement for the data deduplication
on the DFS. In order to distribute deduplication processes, we integrate lessfs
that is an inline deduplication file system with each chunk server of MooseFS.
Thus, we achieve decentralized data deduplication process, while maintaining
high performance. In MooseFS [6], a file is divided into multiple chunks and each
of them is stored in chunk server dispersedly. So, by using consistent hashing, the
chunk placement module gather same chunks in one chunk server, by which we
enhance the deduplication rate. We make following contributions in this paper:

• We introduce a new content-based chunk placement for deduplication sys-
tem on MooseFS. Furthermore, we design a content-based chunk placement
for deduplication system that replaces the file system of chunk server in
MooseFS with lessfs.

• We coordinate consistent hashing with a content-based chunk placement for
deduplication system for enhancing the deduplication rate. By performing
deduplication process in each chunk server, our system can avoid bottleneck
of the master server.

• We evaluate our chunk placement for deduplication system, and show its
effectiveness.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We review background in Section
2. Section 3 describes the key ideas and implementation details. In Section 4, we
evaluate our system and show the results. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.

2 Background and Related Work

2.1 DFS

A DFS is file system that allows access to files from multiple hosts via a com-
munication network [12]. With DFS, a client can access remote files in the same
way that it accesses local files. DFS generally consists of single master server
and multiple storage servers. Master server manages file metadata and chunk
server keeps chunk data of files. Typical open-source based DFSs are MooseFS
[6], XtreemFS [7, 8], Ceph [10], Google file system[11], and GlusterFS [9]. We
choose MooseFS as our DFS platform because it is general-purpose and good
performance file system. MooseFS consists of single master server, multiple meta-
data backup servers, and multiple chunk servers. Master server manages whole
file system and stores metadata for each file. Chunk servers store chunk data of
each file. Metadata backup servers store metadata changelogs and periodically
download metadata files from master server [6].
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2.2 Data Deduplication in Local File System

A data deduplication technique is used to increase the storage capacity by de-
tecting and eliminating duplicated data. With the scheme, each chunk can have
only a single copy in the system. The data deduplication exists in the following
types: post-process and inline data deduplication. Post-process data deduplica-
tion occurs after data has been written, whereas inline data deduplication occurs
before the data has been written [5]. Therefore, inline deduplication causes more
network traffic than post-process deduplication. On the other hand, post-process
deduplication requires storage space to store the duplicated data before dedu-
plication is performed. Typical open-source based deduplication file systems are
lessfs, zfs, and sdfs [4, 5]. We use lessfs because it is a good performance dedu-
plication file system. Lessfs is an inline block-level deduplication in Linux file
system and uses data compression (e.g., LZO, QuickLZ, Snappy, bzip, and gzip).
Also, block size can be defined as 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128 KB. Through configur-
ing block size, we can adjust tradeoff between throughput and deduplicated size.
To store metadata, lessfs uses low-level FUSE API and database (e.g., Berke-
leyDB, hamsterdb, and Tokyo Cabinet). Also, by using cache, lessfs reduces
disk I/O.

2.3 Related Work

As the data size rapidly increases, the data deduplication is extensively studied
to optimize storage capacity. The data deduplication technique is divided into
two categories [3]: primary data deduplication and secondary data deduplica-
tion. Primary data storage directly interacts with application. In other words,
application directly affects data. Thus, primary data deduplication systems are
latency-aware and use RPC based protocols [13]. On the other hand, secondary
data storage copies and archives data to recover from data loss and corruption.
Secondary data deduplication systems are throughput-aware and use streaming
protocols [13] because this storage processes large amounts of data. Mayer et al.
[14] examined in primary data and secondary data. They found that block-level
deduplication saves just about 10% more space than the whole-file deduplica-
tion. However, experimental result of El-Shimi et al. [15] showed that block-level
deduplication saves from 2.3 times to 15.8 times more storage space than whole-
file deduplcation. This difference of experimental results is due to the difference
of Mayer’s data set and El-Shimi’s data set. HYDRAstor [16] is a secondary data
storage and block-level deduplication system, and uses distributed hash table for
scalability. iDedup [13] is a inline data deduplication for the primary storage,
and uses in-memory indexing and metadata cache. Lillibridge et al. [17] propose
a inline deduplication system and use parse indexing which is in-memory index.
Wei et al. [18] use bloom filter and dual cache. Zhu et al. [19] use summary
vector and locality preserved caching.

Previous research [13–20] regards deduplication process as performance degra-
dation factor because of disk I/O. Therefore, in-memory indexing or cache
is used to reduce deduplication overhead. In-memory indexing such as Bloom
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filter can reduce disk I/O and quickly searches chunk or block which is a unit of
deduplication. Cache is also used to reduce disk I/O.

However, most of studies [13–17, 19] perform centralized data deduplica-
tion. This causes bottleneck of the central server and increases I/O latency.
For this reason, we use lessfs in each chunk server of MooseFS to decentralize
deduplication.

3 Design and Implementation

3.1 Chunk Placement of Existing MooseFS

When the client of MooseFS executes the write operation, write operation steps
of existing MooseFS are as follows: (1) The client requests a chunk server list
to the master server to store chunks in chunk servers. (2) The master server
returns a chunk server list that consists of information of chunk servers which
have more available space than the other chunk servers. (3) The client sends the
chunk data to chunk servers that correspond with a chunk server list. (4) Chunk
servers receive and store chunk data.

Therefore, chunks are stored on the chunk server that has more available space
than the other servers. This approach is fitted for a system requiring storage load
balancing.

3.2 Deduplication on MooseFS
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Fig. 1. Overall architecture
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We propose the deduplication on MooseFS. MooseFS is chunk-based DFS. If
a file size is larger than 64MB, a file is divided up into 64MB chunks. Other-
wise, a chunk size becomes the same as a file size. MooseFS can consist of a
single master server and the multiple chunk servers as Fig. 1 shows. Chunks are
dispersedly stored in chunk servers that are distributed on the network. Chunk
server can use many file systems but ext4 is generally used. To implement the
deduplication on DFS, we use a lessfs that is a block-level and inline deduplica-
tion file system. In chunk server of Fig. 1, we mount lessfs in the chunk server
for the data deduplication. Therefore, all chunks of chunk server are stored in
a mount point of lessfs and the duplicated chunk data are eliminated by lessfs.
The deduplication process is regarded as causing performance overheads such
as the additional computation cost and the disk I/O. If deduplication process
is performed in a master server, those overheads cause bottleneck of a master
server. Therefore, the data deduplication process is performed in each chunk
server so we can avoid the bottleneck to deduplicate in a master server. Also,
the disk I/O can be reduced because lessfs uses cache and in-memory database.

3.3 Consistent Hashing for MooseFS

Consistent Hashing. Consistent hashing [21, 22] is used in a changing popula-
tion of web server environment. If a sever node is added or removed, all objects
of web server nodes have to be relocated. We use consistent hashing to solve
this problem. Each node is mapped on a hash ring and has a hash value range.
Moreover, each data object has hash value and belongs to each node. When data
object is stored, the system finds a node by comparing hash value range of node
with hash value of data object. After the system find a node, the data object is
stored in the found node. By using consistent hashing, we can avoid all object
data relocation. Consistent hashing is used in many distributed system such as
Dynamo [23], Cassandra [24], and Memcached [25].

Consistent Hashing for MooseFS. When communicating with servers,
Moose-FS uses 32-bit CRC that is a hash function to detect error. For iden-
tifying chunk, we utilize 32-bit CRC. In master server, we make a data structure
for the chunk server node in consistent hashing. Each node also has start and
end of 32-bit CRC value, size of range, and next node pointer and consistent
hahsing is implemented as a circular linked list. When chunk server is regis-
tered, new node is created and included in a circular linked list. The range of
consistent hashing is from 0 to 232-1 because CRC is 32-bit. Each chunk server
has 32-bit CRC hash range and each chunk is stored in the corresponding chunk
server. To find the chunk server, the master server compares 32-bit CRC value
of chunk with a hash range of the chunk server. In Fig. 2-(a), consistent hash-
ing include the chunk servers and chunks. Chunk 1 belongs to chunk server A,
chunk 2 belongs to chunk server B, and chunk 3, chunk 4, and chunk 5 belong
to chunk server C. Subsequently, in Fig. 2-(b), if chunk server D is added in
consistent hashing, range of chunk server C is divided into two halves. So, range
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Fig. 2. Consistent Hashing for MooseFS

of chunk server C becomes from 231 to 3×230-1 and range of chunk server D be-
comes from 3×230 to 232-1. Therefore, chunk 4 and chunk 5 are relocated from
chunk server C to chunk server D because of changing range of chunk server C.
When the client executes a write operation, the write operation steps of the pro-
posed chunk placement are as follows: (1) The client generates 32-bit CRC value
that corresponds with foremost 4KB of the chunk data. (2) The client sends a
write request message to the master server with 32-bit CRC value. (3) To find
a appropriate chunk server, the master server travels a circular linked list with
comparing 32-bit CRC value with start and end value of each chunk server node.
(4) MooseFS not use replication, the master server stores node information to a
chunk server list. (5) Otherwise, replicas of chunk data are stored other chunk
servers. Therefore, the master server chooses found node of step (4) and its next
nodes. (6) The master server returns a chunk server list to the client. (7) The
client sends chunk data to chunk servers that correspond with a chunk servers
list. (8) Chunk servers receive and store chunk data. For content-based chunk
placement, master server compares 32-bit CRC range of chunk server and 32-bit
CRC value of chunk. However, the larger size data is input to 32-bit CRC, the
more time is spent. Therefore, 32-bit CRC computation of all 64 MB chunks
causes the bottleneck in the master server. If the master server performs 32-
bit CRC computation and comparing with 32-bit CRC values, the performance
of whole system is degraded. Chen et al. [26] propose content-based sampling
which produces 32-bit CRC value that corresponds with the first four bytes of
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each page. Moreover, they examined choosing other bytes and found that using
the first four bytes performs well. For this reason, we hash a foremost 4 KB of
a 64 MB chunk.

4 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate how much our deduplication system reduces the data.
We installed client, master server, and chunk server in one PC and installed
chunk server in 17 PCs. Also, we mount lessfs on all PCs. Therefore, the total
number of chunk servers is 18. We used multimedia data set (about 936 MB)
which includes movie files, audio files, and document files. To identify what
amount of duplicated data is eliminated, we make data set-1, set-2, and set-3
that include same data and have different name.
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First of all, we experiment to find suitable block size of lessfs. In Fig. 3, single
copy of x-axis means that unique set-1 is stored in MooseFS, duplicate-1 of x-
axis means that both set-1 and set-2 were stored in MooseFS. Y-axis means
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stored data size on all chunk servers. 128 KB, 64 KB, and 32 KB are block size
of lessfs. Stored data size of 128 KB is smaller than 64 KB and 32 KB block size.

In Fig. 4, execution time of 128 KB is the fastest but execution time of 32
KB is almost twice as execution time of 128 KB and 64 KB in single copy. The
reason of this result is that block size is too small. 32 KB block size takes long
time to execute, because small block size occurs to create more metadata and
many comparision to detect data duplication. Therefore, optimal deduplication
block size is 128 KB, and we experiment our system using 128 KB block size.
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In Fig. 5, Default MooseFSmeans stored data size in default MooseFS which
not use lessfs. MooseFS+lessfs means stored data size in deduplication on de-
fault MooseFS that provide default chunk placement. MooseFS+conhash+lessfs
means stored data size in deduplication on MooseFS that provide chunk place-
ment using consistent hashing. Fig. 5 shows that our chunk placement scheme
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is more effective than chunk placement scheme of default MooseFS. Data size
of single copy is more than 936 MB because lessfs creates metadata to manage
data. We define deduplication rate as 100 - ((single copy size × a number of du-
plicate) ÷ actual stored data size × 100). Deduplication rate of MooseFS+lessfs
is about 12%. In this regard, chunk placement scheme is needed for improving
deduplication rate. Therefore, we experiment applying chunk placement with
consistent hashing. As a result, deduplication rate is about 99%. This result
shows that proposed system reduces the storage space by 60% than the sys-
tem without consistent hashing. All data is not eliminated because lessfs creates
metadata about duplicated data.

In single copy of Fig. 6, execution time of MooseFS+conhash+lessfs is slightly
slower than Default MooseFS because of chunk hashing and deduplication over-
head. However, duplicated file copy causes fewer write operation due to elimi-
nating duplicated data. Because MooseFS+lessfs does not use content-based
chunk placement, MooseFS+lessfs rerely performs deduplication. Therefore,
MooseFS+lessfs is slower than the others. Duplicated file copy of MooseFS+con
hash+lessfs is faster than single copy and duplicated copy of Default MooseFS.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we study content-based chunk placement for decentralized dedu-
plication on the DFS. We describe how we design our system in detail. We utilize
open-source based DFS (MooseFS) and deduplication file system (lessfs). We in-
tegrate the chunk server of MooseFS with lessfs. Therefore, contrary to general
deduplication studies, our system can avoid the bottleneck of master server be-
cause each chunk server performs decentralized deduplication processes. More-
over, in order to reduce chunk hash overhead, we design content-based chunk
placement with consistent hashing that hash foremost 4 KB of chunk data. As
a result, experimental results show that proposed system reduces the storage
space by 60% than the system without consistent hashing and execution time of
proposed system is similar to execution time of default MooseFS.
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